INTRODUCTION
Vehicle routing problem (VRP) was firstly proposed by Dantzig in 1959 [1] . For simplicity, most researches are concentrated on static networks. Actually, the travel speed and times are time-dependent due to traffic status and weather conditions. Furthermore, Exposure threats of vehicles/teams are different owing to periodic motion of satellite. Thus, it's a kind of TDVRP actually, which implies that the costs of two nodes not only depend on distances, but also departure time [2] .
Algorithms for solving TDVRP can be classified into two categories: precise algorithm and heuristic algorithm. The former includes: Branch and bound algorithm [3] , dynamic programming algorithm [4, 5] and tree search algorithm [6] , etc. TDVRP is a NP-hardness, and the precise solution can be obtained when the problem is simple. When the problem gets complicated, the computing time and storage space will experience rapid growth, and the precise algorithm will be invalidate. Therefore, heuristic algorithm is adapted by most researchers, which involves greedy algorithm [7] , tabu search algorithm [8] , ant colony algorithm [9, 10] and genetic algorithm [11] , etc.
A* is a kind of heuristic algorithm, and it was adopted by Vachtevanos [12] and Szczerba [13] for best track searching, where the cost function was represented by the weighted constraints of distance, threat and mobility. So far, researches on TDVRP by using A* algorithm is mere in the literature.
In the paper, improved A* algorithm is proposed for TDVRP.
Step function and piecewise continuous function are introduced to represent time-dependent travel speeds and exposure threats. The heuristic algorithm of improved A* is constructed by mileage indicator function, time indicator function and threat indicator function. At last, the algorithm is validated by using simulations. , , , N N n n n =  is the set of all nodes, , , , , , , ,
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, whose departure time, starting node and end node are 0 t , 0 n and d n , respectively.
B. Evaluating indicators of optimal path
The mileage indicator, time indicator and threat indicator are used to construct evaluating indicators of vehicle support in troop transportation. The indicators are described as follows:
1) Mileage indicator
Mileage indicator is the sum of traveled path length
where, Di F is the length of the i th path.
2) Time indicator
Time indicator is the total time passing though all the paths
where, Ti F is the time when passing though the i th path. Under traffic conditions, the permissible speed of the i th path is time-dependent, as shown in Figure 1 .
Travel time Ti F and path length Di F meet the following relations
where, Di F is the length of the i th path, 0 i t is the initial time reaching the i th path, Ti F is the travel time on the i th path, ( ) i V t is the Time-varying speed on the i th path.
3) Threat indicator
Threat indicator is a measure of threat when passing through all paths, which can be expressed as follows
where, Si F is the threat when passing through the i th path.
The threat degree Ti F and its distributing function It uses a distance-plus-cost heuristic function to determine the order in which the search visits nodes in the tree. The distance-plus-cost heuristic is a sum of two functions: the path-cost function, which is the cost from the starting node to the current node; the admissible function, which is the "heuristic estimate" of the distance to the goal.
A distance-plus-cost heuristic function has the following expression
where, ( ) g i is the path-cost function, ( )
is the admissible function.
B. Improved A* algorithm
The father node information is involved in the improved A* algorithm. The distance-plus-cost heuristic function can be written as is the "heuristic estimate" of the distance from father node to the goal. The improved A* algorithm makes the algorithm search directions tend to the goal faster, and significantly reduces the number of experienced nodes [11, 12] .
C. Heuristic function

A time-varying heuristic function is constructed from
Eq. (7) as following ( ) ( )
where, ,
IV. . SIMULATIONS
Consider a road network of vehicle support in troop transportation, which involves 100 nodes and 190 roads. The improved A* algorithm is adopted to find an optimal path. Simulation parameters are 1
Simulation results of different optimization schemes are shown in Tab.1. It can be seen that, the costs of integrated optimization scheme are the compromise of single indicator optimization scheme. In practice, the interested indicator can be stressed by adjusting the corresponding weights.
As shown in Tab.2, costs of integrated optimization scheme depend on departure times. Because the travel speed and threat distributing function are time-varying. When 0 T =0, the integrated costs is minimum. But, the optimal departure time will be different when the time-dependent functions changes. The optimal paths of different schemes at 0 T =0 is shown in Figure 3 , it can be seen that, the optimal paths are deferent when different optimization schemes are adopted.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The improved A* algorithm is promoted for TDVRP in the paper. The travel speed is represented by step functions, the threat of satellites is represented by using piecewise continuous function. A time-dependent heuristic function is constructed involving mileage indicator, time indicator and threat indicator. Furthermore, the farther information is included in the improved A* algorithm to improve search efficiency. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the promoted algorithm. 
